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Grünwald and Old Hungary
The name of ‘Old Hungary’ belongs to Béla Grünwald (1839–91) and to his eponymous study of
Hungarian history from the Peace of Szatmár (1711) to the beginning of the Reform Period in the
1820s. Grünwald was not a historian by training but a lawyer, local politician and, after 1878, an MP.
Although the son of a German father and Slovak mother, Grünwald was a leading exponent of
magyarization and of the assimilation of the non-Hungarian nationalities which he saw as a
necessary step in the making of a modern civil society. Regarded by his parliamentary
contemporaries, however, as eccentric and doctrinaire, his political career did not prosper and he
turned by degrees to writing. Old Hungary, published in 1888, won him acclaim and he was elected
in the same year to the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.1 In New Hungary, published just two years
later, Grünwald brought together the craft of biography with the new science of psychiatry in a
pioneering study of the Hungarian reformer and statesman, István Széchenyi (1791–1860). Like the
subject of New Hungary, however, Grünwald took his own life, just a year after the book was
published.2
Grünwald’s account of eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century Hungary is an examination
of national decline. Grünwald takes successive themes – the aristocracy, the church, the Diet, royal
government and so on – and he outlines the respective weaknesses of each, often in polemical style.
He is particularly critical of the blindness of Hungary’s nobility, which by its selfish manipulation
undermined the institution of the counties and thus one of Hungary’s main defences against
Viennese mismanagement. Hungary’s society of orders and the system of noble privilege stifled,
2moreover, the development of commerce and of a modern bourgeoisie, while simultaneously
perpetuating the oppression of the peasantry. Grünwald thus repudiated the romanticized and
broadly approving account of the eighteenth century given by Henrik Marczali in the first volume of
his Magyarország története II. József korában (Hungary in the Age of Joseph II, 3 vols, Budapest,
1881–8).3 Unsurprisingly in view of his condemnation of noble privilege and championship of the
peasantry, Grünwald was later embraced by a generation of Communist historians.4
In one short chapter of Old Hungary, Grünwald reviews the kingdom’s judicial
administration.5 In respect of the higher courts of the Curia, the Royal Table (Tabula Regia) and the
appeal court known as the Table of the Seven (Tabula Septemviralis), he noted the terms of the
judges’ appointment, that they might be replaced at the royal pleasure, and that the ruler
maintained an intrusive influence over judicial business and the work of Hungary’s higher courts.
Recruited from the ranks of the kingdom’s leading lords and churchmen, the judges reflected the
prejudices and interests of the social and political elite from which they were drawn. Most
notoriously they began during the middle decades of the eighteenth century to clamp down on non-
noble landholding, thus obliging freemen and others to sell off their properties.6 Their judgements
were, moreover, often arbitrary and inconsistent, and they had no interest in establishing rules that
might lend predictability to the legal process. Rather than reform the cumbersome and protracted
procedures of the courts, the Curia judges stuck by tradition, refusing to embrace either innovation
or any modern conception of the law. The Curia’s immobility was demonstrated in its judges’
response to the Queen Empress’s attempt to renew legal education – ‘knowledge of the law derives
from practice, not from theory’ (scientia autem juridica plus in praxi quam in theoria consistit).7 The
judges’ refusal to reform procedure and reduce the grounds for litigation meant that a ‘whole
nation’ was at war with itself in the courts, often in cases that went on for generations.
In respect of the lower courts, Grünwald was scathing. County and seigneurial courts
practised a partisan justice, and did so bloodily. The justice that they meted out was arbitrary and
their punishments were discretionary and often cruel. Visitors thus noted the many scaffolds
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pursue their suits through the lords’ own courts, which tilted the legal process in the lords’ favour.
For their part, the county courts were agencies of noble hegemony and they provided an empty
remedy against injustice. Most of the judges in the lower courts were not only intent upon
preserving privilege but also unlettered and merciless. Here Grünwald gives the example of a
slumbering judge who upon being roused pronounced himself in favour of the death penalty, even
though the case before the court was a civil action. Thus, eight to nine million people were
effectively condemned to a life outside the law, for the courts were under the control of the
privileged orders whose interests they habitually served. Joseph II, by breaking the arbitrary power
of the county and seigneurial courts and by centralizing the judicial administration, sought to reform
the law for the benefit of ordinary Hungarians and to render them citizens with equal access to the
courts. With his untimely death, just as with Matthias Corvinus’s exactly three hundred years before,
justice perished in Hungary.8
Grünwald presents a highly distorted picture of legal conditions in Old Hungary and one
which critics were swift to challenge and correct. (Most obviously, peasant–landlord disputes were
adjudicated not by the landowner, but by agents of the county).9 Nevertheless, Grünwald’s
contention that Hungary’s judges acted according to class interests, were uninterested in change,
and participated in the peasantry’s oppression continues to be repeated.10 We will in what follows
show that Grünwald was mistaken in his description of the composition of the courts, of the law by
which they judged, and of the penalties that they imposed. Nevertheless, our purpose in referring to
Old Hungary is larger than proposing a straw man or a convenient chronological peg upon which to
hang the title of this essay. (We will in any case occasionally stray outside Old Hungary’s
periodization). It is that, extraordinarily, Grünwald is one of just a handful of Hungarian historians to
have concerned themselves, however briefly, with judicial behaviour and the considerations that
guided court decisions. In this respect, his discussion, albeit polemical, stands apart from the
assumptions of most historians, particularly those writing from within civil jurisdictions, of which Old
4Hungary was in respect of its procedural law indubitably a part. For these, the judge should be
regarded not as an ‘oracle of the law’ but as a kind of ’expert clerk’, whose activity in mechanically
fitting the facts of the case to the most appropriate piece of legislation or other canonical source of
the law, is of only technical interest. More recent scholarship has, however, indicated that even in
civil jurisdictions, judges retain larger interpretative and creative scope than that afforded by
syllogistic reasoning.11
In what follows, we attempt to show how judicial decisions were made in Old Hungary in a
way that goes beyond not only Grünwald’s rhetoric of hierarchical injustice but also the Formal
Legalism that is implicit in most other historical writing on Hungarian court practice.12 Our account
will deal only in passing with the reforms of Joseph II since, as Grünwald lamented, they were too
short-lived to have had any enduring influence on the organization and conduct of Hungary’s courts.
Like Grünwald, we will not include Transylvania in our discussion. Although Old Transylvania’s
judicial structure was akin to Old Hungary’s, its higher courts were subject to greater political
interference, its landlords practised a more complete authority over their tenants, and its internal
legal arrangements were complicated by the persistence of large privileged territories that adhered
to very different local laws.13
Customary Law and the Courts
The law in Old Hungary was customary in the sense that it rested on tradition and much of it was not
written down. There was no single customary law in Hungary. The nobility lived by their own law
which was ’countrywide’ (országos) in the sense that it applied to all noblemen throughout the
kingdom (including Transylvania). A part of the law of the nobility, mostly as it affected landholding
and how noblemen might pursue cases in court, was published in 1517 by the lawyer and politician,
Stephen Werbőczy, and his account, the Tripartitum, retained considerable authority until 1848.14
Privileged communities – chartered towns, the territories of the Jazygs and Cumans on the Great
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arrangements. Counties, market towns and even individual villages had their own customs, most of
which were preserved only in memory and oral tradition. Although invested with the weight of
history, customary arrangements might be overturned by statutes of the Diet and by royal decree. It
was, however, generally accepted that the privileges of the nobility and the manner in which they
might hold and succeed to land were inviolable. Even so, a cowed Diet surrendered in 1687 the
nobility’s right both to elect the ruler and to lawfully resist him, while eighty years later, Maria
Theresa interfered by decree directly in the hitherto private relationship between noble and
peasant, specifying the obligations of tenants to their lords.15
The structure of courts mirrored the organization of the law. The nobility pursued their suits
before the courts of the county or, where weightier concerns were at stake (as they often were), in
the Curia. Townsfolk went before their own courts, although they might by appeal take cases to one
of several royal courts, principally the court headed by the Magister Tavernicorum (tárnokmester).16
Peasants and members of market towns sued before village or local courts, although more serious
matters usually went before the seigneurial courts. On top of this, there were tribunals that might
be variously attached to the jurisdictions of towns, landowners and villages, or be linked through
supervisory and appeal mechanisms to the central royal courts or, even further afield, to agencies in
Vienna. This group included market courts, woodland courts, vineyard courts, mining courts,
garrison and regimental courts, as well as such informal bodies as ’young people’s courts’, Roma
courts and presbyteries that exercised their own discipline and administered their own penalties.17
Within this fragmented system we may identify two types of law. The first of these, as
followed by the majority of lower level courts – county, seigneurial, village and so on – rested on
custom that derived, albeit imperfectly, from communal approbation and from social practice. For
the most part, this law was transmitted through memory and recollection. Some communities did,
however, seek to put their customs in writing and many issued written regulations to deal with new
circumstances that required a legal response but where the existing law of custom was uncertain.18
6Some of these regulations subsequently became embedded in popular practice and thus acquired a
customary character of their own; others fell into desuetude. The second variety of law, at work in
the Curia and in the other royal courts, was lawyerly and it was informed by legal erudition and
written sources of authority. It was founded less upon notions of communal will and traditional
practices, as upon texts and a historic reading of the law. The different types of law followed in
Hungary’s courts affected the way that the courts themselves were composed, the manner in which
the law was understood, and the character of judicial decision making.
Custom and the Lower Courts
The customary law that was followed in villages, counties, market towns and in seigneurial
jurisdictions rested its authority mainly on social observance and traditional practice. This was
unproblematic in respect of such matters as robbery and assault, where the crime involved was
obviously an infraction, or in respect of procedures, such as for debt, where the proper legal
processes were known. Other matters were less certain, as for instance acts of vengeance, drunken
revelry, and many of the disputes arising from property ownership, especially of vineyards. Although
certain conventions might exist, there were no rules of recognition by which to determine whether
these were of general application, still less whether they constituted legal norms. Large parts of the
law accordingly remained uncertain. There were thus no general principles guiding pre-emption in
respect of land sales, nor any fixed rules regarding the sequestration of farmland that had been
neglected; each case had, instead, to be adjudicated according to its merits. On top of this, new
circumstances might arise which required a legal response, but where the law of custom was silent,
or existing customary arrangements be found to lead to unfair outcomes. Under these
circumstances, where custom was unsure or its applicability in concrete cases uncertain, it made
sense to refer to the community out of whose habits and practices the law of custom was held to
derive in the first place. Accordingly, a part of the customary law as it developed in Hungary acquired
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way of common consent and popular approbation. We should not, of course, imagine that the
judgements and decisions given out in this way were arrived at democratically, or that they were
fashioned in a complete legal vacuum. The flow of personnel between local and higher courts and
the dissemination of legal texts, most notably volumes of penal law originating in Austria and the
German lands, made for a certain uniformity, while the procedures followed in individual courts also
tended to converge.19 Nevertheless, the manner in which verdicts were reached and the law
determined reflected the notion that the law might be communally determined and defined
according to the collective will.
At the lowest level, the village court, judgement was made by the headman and between
four and twelve sworn village elders. These were usually elected by the village, with the approval of
the local lord.20 For the most part, village courts adjudicated minor disputes up to a value of just a
few florins and petty misdemeanours, but some had a much larger authority, including the right to
judge capital crimes.21 When tricky points of law needed resolution or a serious offence was
involved, then the village might participate in the court’s discussions. In Calvinist communities where
the presbytery functioned as the local court, the whole congregation might be involved.22 In market
towns and smaller urban centres, analogous arrangements prevailed with an ‘outer council’ or
‘senate’ joining in the adjudication of weightier cases.23 Vineyard courts, which exercised an
authority over conduct in the terraces as well as in property disputes, also relied upon extensive
popular participation; woodland courts less so, mainly because their jurisdiction was limited to a
narrow range of easily-proven offences.24 Decisions in respect of the law and of its application to
individual cases that were arrived at locally might thus be made on behalf of ‘the whole community’,
‘from our common decision’, and according to ‘the law of our fathers’.25
The seigneurial courts belonging to the landowning nobility likewise sought through their
composition to capture communal apprehensions of what the law actually was. Rather than being
instruments of the landlord’s discretionary power, as Grünwald described them, the courts in
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although he appointed the court’s presiding officer.26 In smaller lordships, where the burden of
holding courts was too onerous, landowners often also referred cases directly to the county, thus
giving over their jurisdictional responsibilities.27 Participation at seigneurial courts varied according
to availability, but regularly included village elders, freemen (libertini, often postal clerks or
waggoners), estate bailiffs, citizens of nearby towns, tax collectors, the local preacher and
headmaster as well as representatives of the county administration.28 Altogether, the number of
those attending seigneurial courts in a judicial capacity regularly numbered between sixteen and
twenty, thereby diminishing both the landlord’s influence and, indeed, the weight of the noble
estate more generally in matters affecting the lives of ordinary Hungarians. Certainly, the numbers
attending seigneurial courts in a judicial capacity went into decline towards the end of the
eighteenth century. As seigneurial jurisdiction became absorbed within the burgeoning county
administration, membership of seigneurial courts was increasingly confined to the corps of
professional magistrates and judges who dispensed justice in the counties and ridings (járások,
processus).29 Since after 1790, it was possible to appeal cases from the seigneurial to the county
courts, the merger of their membership made obvious sense. Nevertheless, it was only on the eve of
emancipation that the first comprehensive accounts of the laws and procedures to be followed in
seigneurial courts were published, and then only as private manuals of instruction.30
Far from being solely instruments of the noble power, the courts of the counties were also
diverse in their composition. Certainly, the sedes iudiciaria or sedria, the principal organ of county
justice, together with its subordinate magistrates’ courts in the ridings, were staffed exclusively by
noble judges and assessors, who were frequently elected by the noble community.31 These courts
were more lawyerly than the seigneurial and village courts, for the principal officer, the alispán
(deputy sheriff; the High Sheriff or főispán, a royal appointee, seldom bothered himself with routine
county business), as well as the several ‘judges of the Table’ (táblabirák) had usually received some
formal education in the law. Indeed, service as an alispán was by the early nineteenth century
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Curia.32 Parties involved in litigation were often attended by their attorneys. As a consequence of the
more lawyerly composition of its courts, the law followed in the counties stood increasingly close to
the law at work in the Curia and royal courts.
Normally, the county sedria consisted of up to a dozen or so judges, even on such occasions
as when it went into emergency session because the gaol was full.33 It was difficult, however, to
extend this number because the county courts were so busy as to make unreasonable demands on
the time of all but a small number of salaried officers. Indeed, by the nineteenth century, many
county courts were in more or less permanent session.34 Nevertheless, where points of law needed
discussion, instances of outlawry to be reviewed, or a case of particular weight launched, the matter
might be referred to the county assembly for direction. By the second half of the eighteenth century,
county assemblies were usually held monthly, often at different venues, and they had a notably
varied membership. All noblemen were expected to attend sessions of the assembly, although it was
a frequent complaint of county officers that too few actually did so. Besides noblemen, there were
often in attendance village headmen, wealthy peasants, members of the local garrison,
representatives of nearby towns, delegates of villages of petty nobles, distinguished visitors (like, for
instance, the head of the University’s Law Faculty) as well as the ‘many others’, whom the county
notaries thought too minor to be recorded by name.35
In the manner in which they conducted their business, Hungary’s village, town, seigneurial
and county courts sought to give voice to a communal understanding of the law, enlisting either the
community or what might loosely be considered its representatives as participants in the legal
process. Judicial decisions were thus arrived at collectively, by consensus and agreement. At times, it
is certainly possible to determine the factors that led to a judicial outcome, where the influence of a
local lord in forcing through a solution satisfactory to himself is visible, or the efforts of a particularly
energetic pastor.36 On other occasions, we may note the way that imagination of a plague of
cannibals gripped a county community, with fatal consequences for the local Roma population.37
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Most cases, however, show less dramatic events and less obvious suasions, where what was thought
to be good and reasonable was used to achieve a solution that was acceptable to members of the
court, but of which the surviving record gives only the decision, not the manner by which it was
reached.
A part of the work of the lower courts that we have described involved matters of property.
In this respect, the law was highly proceduralized, to a large extent borrowing the stages of the
action and the modes of proof from processes followed in the higher courts.38 Accordingly, the law
was relatively easily determined and often a matter of simply following established rules. In many
cases, the justice of the plaint was evident and the court’s role simply one of enforcement. A
particular difficulty was that peasants often concluded contracts that were too simply composed to
cope with unforeseen circumstances and that adjudication was accordingly needed to unravel the
commitments they had entered into, particularly if a debt had been subsequently sold on.39 A
midway position between rival claims often proved expedient in these circumstances – likewise in
such contentious matters as rights to woodland and to tavern keeping, where the laws of property
directly confronted popular notions of ‘moral ownership’.40 In more complicated commercial
disputes, local practice tended to borrow from the norms followed in the towns; likewise, intestacy
adhered in respect of legal succession to conventions that were widespread. Very many private
actions might therefore come before a local court – the magistracy of the market town of Ráckeve
was dealing with several hundred a year by the 1830s.41 Most, however, were capable of speedy and
satisfactory resolution. The more complicated cases involving the property rights of noblemen (who
usually had extensive written evidence at hand to support or rebut a claim) were too much for the
lower courts. Although some of the opening stages of an action might be performed at the county
assembly, they otherwise went straight to the Curia for adjudication. Generally, only a handful a year
were heard by the county sedria.42
Criminal cases were, likewise, driven by procedural norms that had their origins in practices
more generally observed. By the eighteenth century, most cases were handled ‘inquisitorially’ with a
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prosecutor (fiscalis, magistratus, ordinarius), who had usually received some legal education,
gathering the evidence of witnesses and taking a statement of the accused.43 The questions put to
the accused and recorded in the so-called Deutrum (De eo utrum) followed a set pattern and were
written up verbatim by the prosecutor at the time of interrogation. It was common for the culprit to
admit his guilt almost at once, for most crimes were ’manifest’, and indeed it was in his interest to
do so, for otherwise he might to put under torture to confess. (It was widely held that capital
punishment first required a confession).44 Even after the abolition of torture in 1776, a suspect might
still expect some ‘softening up’ by the constable (hajdú) and, should he remain recalcitrant, a period
in custody. If the evidence was not conclusive, the suspect might still be taken to court on the
grounds of ‘likelihood’, although his penalty was reduced should he then be found guilty. Since
previous convictions were known to the court (they were given on the Deutrum), ‘likelihood’
retained a powerful place in the criminal law in Hungary, as indeed elsewhere.45
The difficulty for courts lay in knowing what constituted a crime and what penalty it merited.
The standard manuals of criminal law contained categories so broad as to be almost meaningless
and advocated the supreme penalty for most of these. It was generally, however, accepted that local
custom might modify arrangements, providing it did not go against the few provisions included in
statute law. Accordingly, communities tended to dispense with close substantive definitions and
instead to convict according to such vague categories as vita scandalosa or rosszaság (literally,
‘badness’) and promiscuity or paráznaság. In these cases, the content of the law was principally
what opinion at the time deemed it to be.46 So, for instance, as late as the 1830s, a young man in
Pest County was brought before the seigneurial court of the Grassalkovich family at Gödöllő on
grounds of bad behaviour. He had been heard swearing, had been rude to his parents and had not
attended church. His neighbours and the parish priest affirmed the young man’s delinquent conduct
to the village elders.47 They gathered a dossier that they sent on to the court after which the young
man was gaoled. In similar fashion, the County Court of Ugocha (Ugocsa) determined in 1809, in
respect of one nobleman, that ‘there was no hope of his moral improvement’ and that for his
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scandalous life of fornication, profanity and drunkenness he should forfeit his tongue.48 Elsewhere,
courts made the presumption that certain types of activity were criminal, having regard only for
what they considered the right and proper manner of doing things. A young woman, who had
dressed up as a man in order to gain employment as a labourer, thus received a beating from the
county court of Heves, and the instruction that she be henceforth appropriately clothed.49 An elderly
man, returning from the tavern, was so drunk that he did notice that his equally inebriated
companion had collapsed in the snow and so had frozen to death. He received a month in gaol and a
beating for his neglect.50 In both cases, the act of which the accused was charged fell into no
recognizable category of offence but was deemed nonetheless an infraction that merited
chastisement. By the same token, offences that had long fallen into desuetude might suddenly be
recalled, as in the case of twenty peasants in Trenčín (Trencsén) County, convicted in 1782 of the
antique crime of incitement to apostasy (notwithstanding the Edict of Toleration published only the
previous year).51
Penalties were severe, but rarely exacted in their full measure. Just as the content of the law
was to an extent communally derived, so punishments tended to be influenced by what the
community knew of the culprit and of his circumstances.52 In respect of the young man from Pest
County, the village elders soon regretted their role in bringing him to court. His imprisonment had
left his wife and children destitute and thus a drain on the public purse, and so the elders petitioned
for his release.53 Compassion and a reluctance to overburden the community will explain why many
courts were anxious to establish mitigating circumstances – the youth or infirmity of the offender,
his intoxication, mental illness, and so on. A concern for expense also meant that penalties other
than imprisonment were preferred – acts of public disgrace or of stigmatization (the pillory or
shaving off the moustache), fines, beatings, barge-hauling, road repair and so on. Extravagant
penalties (as for instance suspension by the hair), even though justified by reference to local custom,
might, however, result in the judges themselves being arraigned.54 It was only where the culprit was
a habitual offender or had greatly antagonized the community by their conduct over a long period
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that the death penalty was imposed – thus in one case from the 1780s, ‘because he has spent his
entire life drinking, squabbling and quarrelling.’55 Remarkably, therefore, the annual number of
recorded executions in Hungary in the 1770s was about sixty.56 Although we may presume that there
was under-reporting, the figure suggests that Grünwald’s image of a gallows-infested countryside is
profoundly misleading.
Hungary’s lower courts thus tended to render a justice that was communally derived. The
law of custom, in the sense of social practice and traditional observance, was adhered to where it
was explicit. Where the law was unsure, communal norms were invoked or recourse had to opinions
more widely held, particularly in respect of crimes and their punishment. The composition of the
courts reflected the need to ground judgments on some measure of popular approbation.
Accordingly, where difficulties arose in determining justice or the law, the court’s membership was
broadened, to the extent of enlarging it to include the whole community. Even in respect of the
courts of the county, where justice was increasingly professionalized, decisions might still be
referred to assemblies of noblemen and others, and their collective understanding of the law
determine its substance and application.
The Courts of the Curia
The court of the Royal Table developed out of the principal royal conciliar court that was known in
the fifteenth century as the ‘court of the royal personal presence’. Its president remained the
Personalis or ‘judge of the personal presence’ (személynök), who had originally substituted for the
monarch in cases proceeding before the Table. As the principal court of the privileged orders, its
membership drew on representatives of both the common and upper nobility as well as of the
clerical estate. The greatest prestige attached to the court’s several prelates and barons who sat
closest to the Personalis and spoke last in deliberations. These, respectively canons of the church
and members of the higher nobility (but not necessarily barons in the sense of holders of high royal
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office), had not usually received any formal education in the law. What they knew derived from
practical experience and past judicial service. The court’s other members comprised jurisperiti, who
had either worked previously in the county administration or had studied law at college or
university.57 Of these the most important in terms of their function were the referring judges
(assessores referentes) who prepared the cases for discussion, and the protonotaries and
vicegerents of the Palatine (Nádor) and High Judge (Országbiró, Judex Curiae), to whose superior
knowledge of the law the court usually deferred. These were mostly recruited from the ranks of the
common nobility. The court was also attended by the Public Prosecutor (Director Causarum
Regiarum), who was there to represent the interests of the crown but who might also lead the
proceedings in criminal cases.58 Each of these might participate in discussions and cast a vote, with
the exceptions of the Public Prosecutor, who might not act in judgement where the monarch could
directly profit from the outcome, and the two prelates who customarily absented themselves from
criminal matters. There were thus altogether around twenty judges normally in attendance at
sessions of the Royal Table. The jurisdiction of the Royal Table extended to most actions involving
noble property rights, which proceeded there as a court of the first instance, and for appeals in
criminal cases involving nobles that had been sent up from the counties. By the early 1790s, the
Royal Table might also hear appeals initiated by peasants in respect of both criminal and civil
actions.59
The Table of the Seven operated as the appeal court for the Royal Table. Its president was in
theory the Palatine or Regent (Locumtenens), but he was usually too busy to attend and the river
crossing from the palace in Buda to the Curia building in Pest was in any case dangerous for part of
the year. His place was usually taken by the High Judge. Only in the second half of the eighteenth
century were High Judges appointed who had any legal expertise, their predecessors having been for
the most part superannuated soldiers. The Table of the Seven had in the seventeenth century
consisted, as its name suggests, of seven judges – the palatine, three prelates and three barons.
Over the course of the eighteenth century, its membership expanded to include up to five prelates,
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eight high-ranking nobles and as many as fourteen other judges. In contentious matters, when all
judges were expected to attend court, there might be insufficient seating space.60 There was,
however, considerable overlap between the two courts of the Curia. In particular, the referring judge
or protonotary who had originally prepared the case for discussion at the court of the Royal Table
was also responsible for presenting it anew to the Table of the Seven in the event of its appeal. As a
consequence, the Table of the Seven usually allowed itself to be led by the decision first given and its
discussions were evidently perfunctory. It was not unusual for the Table of the Seven to get through
scores of appeals in a day, particularly at the start of the judicial terms when a backlog of cases had
built up.61 Both courts also shared a specialist assessor knowledgeable in mining law. In the 1840s, a
separate court of the Curia – the Váltófőtörvényszék – was established for litigation involving bills of
exchange (Váltó, Wechsel), but with a remit that extended to adjudication of the securities on
commercial loans and to proceedings for bankruptcy. The court consisted of experts in commercial
law and dealt with cases appealed from either lower level bill-of-exchange courts (of which there
were eight) or from town and county courts.62 Cases that came before the Curia’s Váltó court might,
however, be appealed to either the Royal Table or the Table of the Seven, depending upon which
was the less busy at the time.63
During the early 1720s, branches of the Royal Table were established in the provinces, at
Trnava (Nagyszombat), Kőszeg, Prešov (Eperjes), Oradea (Nagyvárad) (thence to Debrecen in 1725)
and, in Croatia–Slavonia, at Zagreb. These new courts were intended to replace the ‘wandering
protonotaries’ who in concert with local assessors had previously dispensed an itinerant justice in
the countryside on behalf of the Curia. Whereas, however, the protonotaries had not possessed a
full authority but required the Royal Table to approve the verdicts of their courts, the new Provincial
Tables had the right to issue judgements and they did not need to refer their decisions.64 The
jurisdiction of the Provincial Courts was, however, restricted to civil disputes between nobles, mostly
involving actions for debt, suits over properties that lay in more than one county, and cases involving
widows, orphans and wards, and it remained possible to appeal a judgement from a Provincial Table
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to the Royal Table. The number of judges present at any one session seldom exceeded six.65 Even
though individual actions, as for instance over a contested will, could consume a whole day, by the
end of the eighteenth century individual Provincial Tables might still be processing 500 cases a
year.66 The authority of the Provincial Courts was briefly expanded in the late 1780s when, as a
consequence of Joseph II’s reforms, they began to function as appeal courts for the short-lived
judicia subalterna that now operated at the lowest level of the new structure of royal courts, having
taken over much of the work of the county and seigneurial courts. With the abandonment in 1790 of
Joseph’s experiment, the Provincial Courts returned to their former role, as subordinate branches of
the Curia, with a circumscribed authority.67
The judges of the Curia courts were formally appointed by the ruler. This was inevitable to
the extent that the Curia courts were royal courts and, perhaps more importantly, that the Treasury
needed a letter from the Chancellery in order to start paying a judge’s salary. The presidents of the
Royal Table and Table of the Seven, respectively the Personalis and (de facto) the High Judge on
behalf of the Palatine, were invariably distinguished by the long service to the ruler that they had
exhibited, having usually spent extended periods in Vienna, frequently working in the Hungarian
Chancellery there. High Judges were by the time of their preferment often in their sixties; the
Personalis judges a decade or so younger. The ruler took an active interest in appointment to both
offices, not least because the Personalis was also president of the Lower House of the Diet. In
respect of the other judges of the Curia, the ruler was less concerned, even though the
protonotaries acted as clerks to the Diet and were responsible for drawing up and editing the replies
and resolutions of the Lower House.68 The monarch was usually content to allow individual judges to
appoint the protonotaries and their own vicegerents and for the court as a whole to select the other
judges in attendance. Indeed, when Francis II sought in 1818 to block the appointment of a
protonotary on the grounds that he was a Protestant, an almighty fuss arose. The Personalis first
questioned and then refused to implement the instruction, and it was only at the third time of asking
that he gracelessly submitted.69
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Except for the barons and prelates of the Curia, most of the judges were trained lawyers
who had begun their careers in the counties or the royal service. Judicial office in the Curia proved
an invaluable launching position for further advancement. József Ürményi (1741–1825), having
studied law at Vienna and Trnava (Nagyszombat), worked to begin with as a lawyer in the royal
service and then as a protonotary of the Royal Table. Thereafter, he was promoted to the
Chancellery, pushing through the enlightened reforms of education and of administration
undertaken by Maria Theresa and Joseph II. He was subsequently appointed Personalis of the Royal
Table (1789–1795) and, after a period of disgrace, High Judge (1806–25), an office that he held until
well into his eighties.70 Ürményi’s contemporary, László Melczer (1755–1827), who came from a
middling noble family in Šariš (Sáros) County, began employment in the county administration
before moving in his twenties to the office of protonotary. Thereafter, he was appointed a county
alispán, returning in the 1790s to membership of the Curia, as a judge on the Table of Seven.71 His
son, István (1810–96), having acquired a degree in law, also started in county service, subsequently
joining the office of the Public Prosecutor before becoming a judge on the Royal Table in 1842 and,
eventually, Personalis in 1861.72 The careers of the two Melczers, as indeed the biographies of other
leading judges of the Curia, demonstrates that there was no obvious contradiction between judicial
office in the counties, traditionally viewed as hotbeds of noble resistance to the ruler, and a high
position in the royal courts.
Just as the ruler generally acquiesced to the Curia courts in the matter of judicial
appointments, so he or she generally refrained from interference in the conduct of cases. Certainly,
there are plenty of bundles of surviving royal rescripts, mandates and normalia that bear witness to
the ruler’s concern with the activity of the courts. Most of their contents, however, are far removed
from the so-called benigna rescripta of historical legend, the supposed instruments by which the
ruler manipulated the outcome of cases for political purposes.73 Most, in fact, deal with routine
business – questions relating to legal education, salaries and pensions, the cost of wood for the
Curia’s stoves, the theft of money by a local attorney and so. We will certainly notice occasions
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where the ruler, working through the Chancellery, urged the Curia courts to hasten their
deliberations, lifted a case to the Table of the Seven to close off the opportunity for it to be delayed
still further by appeal, or moved to the Curia a case from a county court because a fair trial could not
be guaranteed there. Very occasionally, we may spot a judgement being quashed or a case removed
entirely from the Curia and sent by royal order to the Chancellery for adjudication. (Cases so moved
were judged by equity, but no separate law of equity emerged). In nearly all these cases, however,
legal grounds for the interference were given.74 Equally, though, the Chancellery frequently
addressed the Curia for advice in matters where the law was uncertain or in order to gather its
opinion on new legislation.75 Certainly, in the 1790s and, again, in the 1830s the Curia was coerced
by the ruler and Chancellery to adjudicate cases of treason which had a strong political content, and
it was pressed to adopt procedures that were manifestly unjust to the defendants (most notably,
restricting legal counsel and limiting the defendants’ right of reply). Even so, as in the ‘Jacobin’ trials
of 1794–5, the Curia judges showed a strong independence, prolonging the proceedings so that the
evidence might be fully tested, permitting the defendants opportunities to reply normally,
notwithstanding the Chancellery’s instructions, and throwing out cases where the evidence was thin.
Of the 49 alleged Jacobins against whom the Public Prosecutor brought charges, the Royal Table
convicted only fourteen.76 The stubbornness of the Curia is likely to have been at least one reason
why at the end of the trials Francis II sacked both Ürményi and Károly Zichy as Personalis and High
Judge respectively.77
The treason trials of the 1790s were unusual because this was the first time that the Curia
actually saw and interrogated criminal defendants, previous cases of treason having been tried by
special courts.78 Criminal cases only otherwise came before the Curia by route of appeal and the
judges confined themselves to an examination of the paperwork. Large numbers of civil cases
proceeded, however, before the Royal Table as a court of the first instance and their adjudication
followed closely the Romano-Canonical model of civil procedure. Rather than being a concentrated
event, the trial proceeded episodically and its leisurely pace gave opportunities for the parties to
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settle out of court or, even, with the judges’ assistance, in court.79 The first act was the laying of the
plaint, followed by the summons, the gathering of evidence and the exchange of paperwork. The
second was when the matter came to court and was opened (Levata), in a public act that often took
place in the church next to the Curia building.80 Thereafter, the court went into closed session.
Initially, the lawyers representing the parties fought over the exceptiones, with counsel for the
respondent or incattus (the in causam attractus, also abbreviated to inctus) seeking to have the case
thrown out or delayed on grounds of procedural or other error. The main part of the trial comprised
the period of allegationes, wherein the various claims of the plaintiff or actor were expounded with
the incattus’s lawyer replying in turn. Usually, only four exchanges were permitted, but on occasions
this number might be considerably exceeded.81 Individual points of law might be settled with interim
adjudications or the case postponed for further evidence or documentary proof to be gathered. Only
rarely was evidence taken directly from the parties or from witnesses. Proceedings might, moreover,
be confused by the appearance of third parties in the action (the so-called ingerentes), by the need
to summon warrantors (evictores) in cases of disputed sale, and by the bundling together of plaints,
each of which required a separate adjudication. A review of Curia procedures undertaken in the
early 1790s thus disclosed fifteen separate stages in an action following on from the Levata.82
Although cumbersome and bureaucratic, the episodic character of adjudication had the advantage
that, should the need arise, court procedures might effectively be disassembled and the constituent
stages of the action initiated at a distance through judicial instructions. This was, indeed, the usual
manner by which the Curia courts had operated during periods of turmoil in the seventeenth
century.83
Upon the conclusion of debate between the lawyers, the judges privately deliberated upon
the verdict, which was then formally announced. Grounds for appeal were seldom denied by the
court of the Royal Table and the opportunities for forcing a retrial were also many.84 The frequency
with which cases were appealed to the Table of the Seven or retried by the Royal Table suggests that
appeal and retrial should be seen as stages in the action and not as separate events in litigation.
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Given the prolonged procedures of the Curia courts, it is unsurprising that by the 1820s the Royal
Table had a backlog of more than 4000 cases.85 It should, however, be noted that cases once begun
might yet be suspended immediately or even halfway through by the plaintiff, but still kept on the
record as Levata, thus imposing a constraint on the incattus in regard to the issue under dispute. In
cases involving land, this had the consequence of preventing the incattus from disposing of his
property until such a time as the case was terminated, which might of course never happen.86 In
1817, the Curia removed from the active record some categories of action that belonged to this
type, consigning them to the archives. Their surviving content runs to more than 140 bundles of
documents.87
Decision Making and the Curia
Although the period of the exceptiones and allegationes took place in closed session, the lawyers of
the parties and the litigants were in attendance and minutes were kept by a notary (protocollista)
attached to the court. In preparing the case for adjudication, excerpts were taken from the record by
the referring judge or by a protonotary appointed to this task, who coupled them to notes of the
various documents adduced in the course of the proceedings. In any one case, there might be
several hundred separate supporting items – maps of properties, genealogies (sometimes going back
to the thirteenth century), transcripts of deeds and so on. The dossier that the referring judge or
protonotary compiled, provided the material upon which the Curia judges reached their verdict.88
The verdict of the court constituted a matter of public record and was accordingly entered into the
court protocol together with the text of the plaint and a list of judges in attendance. Indeed, during
the 1790s, and for reasons that are uncertain, the Curia sometimes caused the dossier to be
extracted and printed, but this initiative was soon abandoned.89 Verdicts were frequently collected
by the lawyers in attendance in the expectation that their study might over time disclose the manner
of judicial thinking in the Curia.90
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Whereas the laying of the plaint and the verdict were given publicly, the discussions leading
up both to the interlocutory adjudications and to the final verdict were not only reached privately
but were also unminuted. Nor did the verdict, as entered into the protocol, disclose the grounds for
the court’s decision. Although on occasions the verdict might recall one of a number of legal
authorities, for the most part the decision of the judges was a bald Deliberatum est, quod [...]. Their
judgement was, moreover, almost always given collectively, as a unanimous decision.91 Even with
actions of apparently signal importance, where we might otherwise have expected the grounds to
have been announced, the verdict was still unmotivated. 92
There was nothing unusual or sinister about the Curia’s silence. Historically, most civil law
courts have not disclosed their grounds; nor, still today, do Common Law juries. Indeed,
inscrutability made good sense, limiting the opportunity for a judgement to be voided on a
technicality or the basis of a decision ridiculed. For litigants and their lawyers, it was, however,
frustrating, for it made the judicial process unpredictable. Additionally, by hiding their reasoning and
by maintaining the fiction of judicial unanimity, the Curia courts gave no hint to the losing party as to
the wisdom of an appeal or retrial (which doubtless explains why so many unsuccessful litigants
pressed on with these, disregarding time and money). Since lawyers and their clients had little
indication as to what might be reliably thought to move the judges’ thinking, they commonly
presented as many arguments as possible, hoping that at least one would be found compelling. The
impenetrability of judicial thinking may explain why one Jacobin deemed it worthwhile at his trial to
advance Ferguson and Blackstone as potentially persuasive authorities!93 Although the reluctance of
judges to disclose ‘their principal grounds and reasons’ remained a complaint of both the ruler and
the Diet, court decisions continued to remain unmotivated until the second half of the nineteenth
century.94
Notwithstanding the inscrutability of the Curia’s decision making, it is possible to establish
the sources upon which the judges relied in reaching their verdicts and some of the factors that
influenced their deliberations. Although in their procedures the courts of the Curia followed the
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Romano-Canonical Ordo Juris, in respect of substantive law they did not rely upon Roman Law and
civilian traditions. On account of its relative isolation from larger European trends, Hungary did not
experience a Romanist reception in the sixteenth century.95 Nor was there a tradition of referring to
university faculties for guidance.96 Indeed, there was little jurisprudential literature available other
than textbooks and manuals of procedure. The preeminent sources of authority upon which the
Curia judges relied were not therefore the laws of Justinian but the statutes of the Diet and
Werbőczy’s Tripartitum of 1517. The statutes of the Diet had been published from the sixteenth
century in successive editions of the Corpus Juris Hungarici. Although the text of the Corpus was
defective, its contents had, along with its misprints, acquired a large measure of authority through
use.97 Although in origin a collection of customary law, Werbőczy’s text was deemed to have a
similarly enduring authority and was thus conventionally known as ‘the Decretum’. Substantial parts
of the Tripartitum had, however, been nibbled away by statutes of the Diet, while other, more
technical portions had long fallen into abeyance. Nevertheless, the continued authority of the
Tripartitum is shown by its repeated re-publication (more than forty times by 1830), its rendering
into verse or mnemonics so as to make its contents more memorable, and various commentaries
which themselves acquired over time a customary authority of their own.98
Neither the statutes nor the Tripartitum might be regarded, however, as comprehensive.
During the eighteenth century, Diets met infrequently – altogether only nine times – and their
output was correspondingly slender; indeed, the statutes agreed by individual Diets became
progressively slimmer as the century went on. Moreover, the statutes of the Diet generally took the
form of treaties between the ruler and the estates and thus had more of a political than legislative
purpose. Indeed, the statutes that resulted from the bargaining of ruler and estates were not
properly considered legislation until the close of the eighteenth century.99 Additionally, much of the
content of individual statutes consisted of what might be considered ‘private bills’, measures that
affected only individual towns, corporations or families. For its part, Werbőczy’s Tripartitum was
thorough only in respect of the terms by which nobles held their land. Even so, its sixteenth-century
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text was plainly inadequate for deciding the increasingly convoluted entailments, mortgages and
loans on land that came increasingly to distinguish property relations in Hungary over the course of
the eighteenth century. Attempts to modernize the Tripartitum, undertaken in the 1720s and 1790s,
served for the most part only to reorganize its contents, not to update the substance of its
provisions, which remained frozen in their late medieval form.100
There were several approaches to the gaps in the law. The first was to rely in judgements
upon legal maxims, and several handy lists deriving from Canon and Roman Law were included in
successive editions of the Corpus Juris Hungarici. These were supplemented in the eighteenth
century by epigrams deriving from Natural Law, as contained in Karl Anton Martini’s De lege naturali
positiones (1767; German edition, 1797).101 At the time, these ‘brocards’ were thought to be
particularly persuasive and an important element in the making of Hungarian jurisprudence, but
their lapidary content might be variously interpreted.102 It was more usual for the judges to work by
analogy from the Tripartitum and the statutes and thus to update the law by a process of deductive
reasoning. So for instance in the matter of whether a commercial contract should be notarized, the
Curia decided that it was better to have this done, in the same way as it was better for a nobleman
to have a coat-of-arms.103 In respect of whether a debt owed on a bill-of-exchange could be pursued
at law even if the bill had been returned to the borrower by the lender, the Curia affirmed that it
might; in much the same way as a donation of land could in some circumstances be revoked, so the
debt itself might still be recalled without judicial penalty even though the note had been returned.104
As to whether inherited land could be put up as collateral on a loan, the Curia was adamant that it
might not, for it presumed the possibility of the estate’s alienation which was forbidden in the
Tripartitum.105
These decisions did not, however, constitute case law. In case law, individual judgements
contribute to a rule that is worked out progressively by successive judicial declarations. The courts of
the Curia, by contrast, understood their role as being to bring out a rule that was latent within the
existing sources of authority. Wherever possible, therefore, their judgements harked back to the
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original text of the source, not to a previous decision to the understanding of which their own and
succeeding judgements gave additional explanation. In the mind of the Curia’s judges, the law was
not incrementally developed, added to and refined, but a text, the gaps in which might be filled in
with their own decisions. Used and affirmed by successive judgements, these decisions became
analogous to the text itself, as a final and definitive statement of the law. A subsequent generation
of legal scholars would criticize Hungary’s judiciary for not developing a method of case law
analogous to the English Common Law tradition, and thus for leaving the law unrefined and
incapable of rendering sophisticated judgements.106 The starting points of the two systems were,
however, quite different. The one sought to develop and shape a rule by successive judgements, and
to establish its immanence; the other aimed to tease out the rule from within the text and to render
the discovered rule final and fixed.
Until the end of the eighteenth century, judicial decisions were not recorded systematically.
In some cases, decisions were extracted and retained in bundles both for future reference and for
the benefit of students. Leading cases might also be retained in separate files, although these were
often compiled with a view as much to the importance of the litigants as of the decision handed
down by the court.107 Although the surviving compilations seem almost haphazardly arranged, it was
clearly possible for courts to locate at least some previous decisions relevant to the specific cases
before them, including decisions more than half a century old.108 During the 1760s, Queen Empress
pressed the Curia not only to publish the motivations of its decisions but also to undertake a
comprehensive review of the law.109 A committee of the Curia accordingly brought together more
than a thousand plaints and decisions, culled from the court protocols of both the Royal Table and
the Table of the Seven. After several decades of neglect, these were published in 1800 under the
title Planum Tabulare seu Decisiones Curiales (Bratislava).110 The printed collection was augmented
by a companion volume, Nucleus Plani Tabularis (ed. János Csaplovics, Bratislava, 1811) which
extracted and summarized the decisions, arranging them under headings. Even so, the contents of
the Planum Tabulare remained a muddle, a casuistica of randomly selected cases and decisions.111
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Nevertheless, a further volume of Curia decisions was published in 1823–4 and, after 1822, the Curia
itself began selectively to print its own decisions, more or less for each day it was in session.112 The
highly abbreviated form in which the Curia recorded its decisions, again (of course) without the
motivation but often also without the plaint, doubtless rendered this as insufficient a resource for
lawyers at the time as it is for historians now.113 Even at this late stage in its institutional history, the
Curia failed to distinguish between court record and report.
Contemporaries remained uncertain whether the judicial decisions so published were as
persuasive as statute law, thus ‘substituting for it until the Diet decides matters,’114 whether they
needed repetition to make them binding, and whether they individually constituted a norm or a
‘yardstick’.115 In this respect, it is instructive that the 1869 law on the Exercise of Judicial Power left
out the decisions of courts as one of the sources of authority to which judges should defer.116
Nevertheless, the decisions made by the courts of the Curia yielded over time a body of rules that
constituted judicial practice, a praxis and usus that disclosed a specific manner of approaching legal
problems. Inevitably, given the deductive methods of reasoning that the judges employed, moving
from the text of a statute, a paragraph in the Tripartitum or a previous decision, to the facts of the
case before them, the mood of the Curia and thus the constructions of its judges tended to be
conservative. Reasoning by analogy in cases where the law was uncertain meant, in particular, that
the judges conceded to almost all categories of noble land holding the same security of possession
as inherited property, thus contributing to the immobility of the land market and to the prolongation
of cases.117 Because, however, there was little by way of commercial law on which the judges could
build – the first statutes regulating business and finance were only passed by the Diet in 1840 – the
Curia was incapable of developing detailed rules of commercial contract and liability even by
analogy.118 Likewise, on account of the underdevelopment of the legal idea of the corporation in
Hungary, it failed to elaborate anything approaching a modern company law.119 The judges were,
however, only too well aware of the constraints under which they worked. In the 1760s, under
pressure from the Chancellery to revise the laws, the judges of the Royal Table explained how the
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procedural law in particular might be improved in order to speed up the administration of justice, by
eliminating some of the devices used by litigants to force retrials. For his part, the Personalis, Ferenc
Koller, argued that reform of the praescriptio (period of limitation) might prevent rights to
hereditary property being contested despite centuries of ownership in one family. Both solutions
would, however, have had the consequence of overturning a good part of the procedural law
contained in the Tripartitum, for which reason the reforms proposed required the statutory weight
of the Diet. This was not, however, forthcoming.120
Where the Curia could act progressively and carve out its own legal space it did so. In
respect of the criminal law, it adopted its own rules that worked towards the mitigation of penalties,
hence its frequent recourse to the formula, ‘The crimes in the charge having been committed
without any violence etc.’121 Likewise, although it might quash decisions based on local custom
where it deemed the custom followed to be unreasonable, it regarded as valid most local
arrangements, whether communally derived or implicit within the actions of litigants. Thus, in one
case proceeding before the Royal Table in the 1770s, the court found that the previous conduct of
the parties, in this case the repayment of a pledge on land with a commercial bill of exchange,
constituted a practice between them that overrode more widely followed conventions.122 The
readiness of the Curia to concede custom an authority in law permitted it to depart from the
canonical texts to which it usually deferred. Thus, even though reluctant to allow inherited land to
be used as security, the Curia nonetheless recognized the practice, allowing the land upon default to
be placed under sequestration. (It was, however, another matter to have the counties enforce the
sequestration order). 123 Likewise, the Curia acknowledged such innovations as the bill-of-exchange
as well as the mortgage (hypotheca) that reversed the standard arrangement of the pledge. Once
having acknowledged the mortgage and sequestration, it then framed decisions on lending that
gradually amounted to a body of practice. The Curia also adopted basic rules of bankruptcy as they
had developed out of customary observance in Hungary’s villages and towns, and also to develop
practices in regard to the award of damages that took into account considerations other than
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immediate material loss.124 Moreover, even in the absence of statutory authority from the Diet, the
Curia began to apply the period of limitation in a more generous sense to property rights, thus
putting an end to some of the vexatious and opportunistic litigation that so blighted noble property
holding.125
Conclusion
Unlike Supreme Court Justices and Lords of Appeal, the judges of the Curia did not publish the
grounds for their decisions, let alone dissenting opinions or minority reports. Nor, unlike judges in
the United States, are they available to answer questionnaires on their conduct and thinking.126 We
can, however, establish the procedures that were used in the courts of the Curia, the written
authorities on which the judges relied, the role that decisions played in the making of court practice,
and the attitudes of the judges themselves in respect of some of the legal problems that they faced.
We may aver, as the judges complained, that they were constrained by the written law and so
obliged to preserve procedures that they would have preferred to abandon. We may, however, note
that they were by no means impervious to change but were ready not only to make
recommendations for reform but also to embrace innovation, particularly in respect of the
commercial law, bankruptcy, sureties on land and the period of limitation.
The Curia judges were restricted by the written law in what they might do. Hungary’s lower
courts were not so limited, for the written law impinged but little upon their decision making. The
verdicts of village, seigneurial and county courts rested on collective notions both of what the law
was and of how it ought to be. The judgements so obtained were as a consequence discretionary
and not rooted in fixed rules of conduct. They were not, however, norms that were imposed
hegemonically by the privileged orders, but were instead determined with a high degree of popular
participation, particularly when the law itself was uncertain. The need to gather opinion as to the
content and application of the law meant that neither seigneurial nor county courts functioned as
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exclusively noble courts, administering justice on behalf of the privileged orders. Nor in their
judgements were these local courts particularly bloodthirsty, except where crimes and offenders
were egregious.
As was said of another notable work on the supposed failings of justice in Old Hungary, we
may of Grünwald’s brief discussion of the courts and judicial practice, observe that he employed ‘the
method of the author of a veterinary textbook who depicts in a single illustration all the diseases
that could affect a horse.’127 Such would, however, be a generous verdict, for there is in Grünwald’s
account of Hungary’s courts and of the villainous actions of their judges almost nothing true at all.
Neither, however, may it be assumed of Hungary’s judges that they were colourless functionaries
who, in the manner of the typical civil law judiciary, mechanically dispensed verdicts deriving from a
law that was comprehensive and certain. As has been recently remarked of the United States
judiciary, so we may conclude of the judges of Old Hungary, particularly those who served in the
Curia, that it is time historians started to consider the ‘motivations and constraints on judges, and
the judicial mentality that results’ and no longer to imagine that ‘judges were computers rather than
limited human intellects navigating seas of uncertainty.’128 Or perhaps, as Karl Llewellyn put it,
‘Judges do not cease to be human because they wield a gavel,’ except that Hungarian judges more
usually bore a wand .129
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